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cific Weekly

0 R D I GRAS
SET FOR
^pRlL 25

F I N A L SWING—
BAN 19
FROLIC TONIGHT]

p r i „ . Tan ,4

LOOMIS APPOINTED
MARDI GRAS HEAD
April 25 Is Date Set For
Big Function of Spring

Springtime
"Birds"
Enroll Now
0

1Q„

No. 18

Band Frolic,
Swing Tonight

Stockton Junior College is now
receiving applications for Civil
Rhizomia, Phi Mu, Tau Kappa,
Aeronautics flight training for the
semester
opening
Febru
spring
Omega Phi, Epsilon in Finals
Dick Loomis having beeii appointed Head of Paci ary 3, President Dwayne Orton an
nounces.
College
officials
have
flc ' B 1941 Mardi Gras, preparations for the 6th annual
costume ball are already underway, and the date has been notified that a quota of 40
Tonight's the last night of the thirteenth annual
new beginning flyers has been
been set for April 25.
t
awarded and that reeommenda Band Frolic, so come one come all; it's good stuff.
"Without doubt, the Mardi Gras in past years has tions have been forwarded to
In the opinion of the judges, Mrs. T. E. Connolly,
attained a higher prestige than#
Washington for a quota of 20 ad Virginia Short, DeMarcus Brown, Dean Corson and
all other social functions on the
,
vanced trainees. Physical exami Alden Smith, the five best skits presented at the Tues
campus," states Loomis. "They HWAS
HFAD
day performance, and to be skitnations are now being given and
1
have set a mighty high standard
ted tonight, were Ah, Wilderness,
prospective flyers should file their
for this year's committee to shoot
Rho Lambda Phi; The Barber of
applications with Mr. Roscoe Ban
at, but from tentative plans, we
Seville or Clippings from Figaro's
croft, aviation instructor, or Mr,
can't miss having the greatest
Life, Phi Mu Alpha; and Life in
A. T. Baldwin, C. A. A. coordina
Mardi Gras yet."
a Sorority or Epsilon Bombs, Ep
tor.
silon Lambda Sigma.
TRADITIONAL
Applicants must be citizens of
As of tradition, the Mardi Gras
ALSO KAN
the United States, between the
has been carried from Europe to
Also included in the Tuesday
ages of 19 and 26. Applicant who
New Orleans, and for the past
Th annual March of Dimes is program were School Daze, Co
are undergraduates, still in col
five years, to Pacific's own cam
lege, must be fully matriculated now in progress and will be so op; For Whom the Tell Blows, Al
pus. The Mardi Gras is a carnival
pha Kappa Phi; Beef of Bagdad,
for a degree and must have satis until January 30.
dance on a big scale. It features
Alpha Theta Tau; Hiss the Boys
factorily completed at least one
a big name band, a radio broad
Goodbye, Mu Zeta Rho.
full year of accredited college BENEFITS
cast over a large network, prizes
The prizes for tlie skits will be
work or 24 semester units. Those
Pacificites may well realize the awarded tonight and the judges
for costumes, colorful decorations
who are no longer enrolled in col
and refreshments—and it is cli
lege must have satisfactory com benefits that are derived through for the finals are Dr. Noel Breed,
maxed with the crowning of the
pleted at least two full years of the annual drive when they re Ida Mae Johnson and Louis L.
queen, a queen chosen by secret
accredited college work. If they member Doris Marsh. Miss Marsh Windmiller. First prize will be
ballot from candidates sponsored
are under 21 years of age, they was sent to aWrm Springs last $10, second, $7; third, $5; fourth,
by sororities and other women's
must have written consent from year for treatment and as a con $3, and fifth, $2.
groups on the campus.
BAND
parent or legal guardian.
The name of her royal highness
All aviation courses leading to sequence is able to resume her
The band started the Tuesday
DICK
LOOMIS
has
been
is kept secret until the last mo
both the private pilot's license studies at Pacific next semester. program with Gould's Pavanne
ment, adding to the zest and ex chosen by P. S. A. prexy, and the commercial license have
(from the second American Symcitement of the evening. Between Bill Biddick, to head activi been scheduled for evenings for
phonette). Next came Pop Gor
11 and 12 p. m., the queen is es ties for Pacific's annual the second semester. These cour
don's special arrangement of Bal
corted to the auditorium stage, Mardi Gras, to be held this ses will meet between th hours of
lad for Americas, written by Rob
where she is crowned by the presi year on April 25.
7 and 10 p. m.
inson. Soloist is J. Henry Welton,
dent of the P. S. A.
tenor. Final selection was Moussorgsky's Coronation Scene from
COMMITTEES
'CHUCK" WOOD
the opera Boris Goudonoff.
Following his appointment by
In addition to the above, the
President Bill Biddick, Dick LoomTO STUDY
band will also present Malaguana
h has in turn appointed his imby Lecuona and the three quarter
P«rtant committees. Mardi Gras
VOICE IN N. Y.
time march Procession of Nobles
decorations have always been outby Rimsky-Korsikov.
Charles "Chuck" Wood, noted
anding and will continue to be
tenor in the College of the Paci
» this year with Dick Stebbins
fic A Cappella Choir and mem Your contribution will help.
tbe decorations commit.
Many
students
of
Pacific
will
ber of Rho Lambda Phi, will There are thousands of Doris
queen committee will be
leave for New York to study Marshs throughout the country.
e Up of Aaron Rempel, Bob be happy to hear of the announce
n
voice immediately after final
Prexy Bill Biddick is in charge
2afan ar)d Gene Rotsch, while ment which Miss Ward of the art week.
department made today.
of
the campus campaign, sponsor
Giovanni
Zenatello,
teacher
of
11
h6ad
the
publicity
department*'*
"Beginning this coming semes such internationally known oper ed by the Stockton Infantile Pa
,icll,mnR°ss' in charge of the mu- ter," she said, "a course in silk- atic stars and Nino Martini, ralysis committee, and is aided by
Lily Pons and Bruna Castagna, Eleanor Powell, in charge of pub
alSdPvarl0fthe Ma^i Gras, has
screen stencil will be offered from will instruct Mr. Wood.
The business management class
ally knou !ed contac'tin& nation
licity; Francis Branstad, buttons, of Robert Fenix spends much of
8:55 to 11:40, every Monday and
tumes, i al dance orchestras. Cosand Miss Margaret Campbell, of its time getting angles on the
r
eisco f 'mp°rted from San Fran- Wednesday. Silk-screen is much
S. C. A. renown, in charge of the practical
side
of
business.
1
eb
able to
rants who are not used in textiles, poster work and
wishing wells.
Throughout the year they take
be
>T'0vise their own, will in all forms of advertising."
trips to places of business in
BUTTONS
h3-Scharge oe ^lba Jean L1°yd
ft
"And not only that," she con
Stockton. Last Wednesday they
hls committee. BettieMevaf
The March of Dime Buttons are made a very interesting survey
tinued, "but the course in leather
rbairmen ^ Sam Chaney are coavailable for the small sum of of the Port of Stockton.
81,(1 Jean
the bid committee, tooling and bookbinding, which
ten cents, the tenth part of a dol FIBREBOARD
was left off the schedule last se
0r
c
lar. Wishing wells are located at
' haperonefUS°n ^ arrange
mester, will be reinstated on Tues
They visited the Fibreboard
convenient spots about the cam
PINCHER
days and Thursdays from 8:00 to
The Naranjado sales campaign pus and any sum will be greatly Products Incorporated buildings
^Icanahi °h'e °f Mr" Ritter's 11:40. I would like to encourage got under way yesterday and is appreciated. Memberships in the and learned their detailed func
throughout today. drive are available for one dollar. tions from the carefully instruct
ti0n Majors6 ~USlneiLs administra- any student who is interested in to continue
y Ficovich, will crafts work to take it. He need Set aside during final week, the
ed guides. The main products of
^atch thn '
Do your bit.
campaign will be taken up again
Tjje -w Pennies.
the company were discussed and
not be an art major to do so."
with the start of the new semes
the business problems that come
rentivg fl''!' ^ras is another inter.
up in such an establishment were
a<ilhissio
3 PSA card' for
n
Arrangements for the purchase
pointed out.
SiU(1ent hJ
dance wil1 be by
of the yearbook may be made in
They went also to the Port of
Gt'ck SqJ F card only. The more
the main hall of the Administra
Stockton where they visited the
8,6 better ti 6 bigger fbe dance,
tion Building all day today. As
Juniors and seniors not only transit sheds and saw merchan
^
dince°;heStra' and the
a special offer to students who
wish to reserve a Naranjado, but responded over four hundred dise on the move from field to
have not the ready cash, Tom strong to being snapped for por factory. At the time the dock
Bowe, business manager of the traits in the yearbook, but pho hands were loading the freighter
0B|
Dr.
Tully
C.
Knoles
will
preach
OF
tographer Bob Bastian took forty- Matthew Luckenbach with sugar
dt the first Methodist Church at book, has made the following five more students' pictures than from the San Joaquin Valley. The
arrangements.
Sacramento on Sunday morning,
o0
1, Anyone with a senior col are registered in the College of load was bound for eastern ports
and at the Slide Memorial Church
lege
account in the Comptrol Pacific as juniors or seniors! Cer along the Atlantic Seaboard.
tile ^,EEKrtv\We poor sou,s on in San Francisco at 2:30 on Mon
ler's
Office
may have the price tainly this yearbook promises to MACHINES
'
have to take finals day afternoon.
of the book put down on his have the largest representation
this
On
Wednesday
evening
he
will
it?'
*??'
will be the
Next they viewed the great
of College of Pacific students.
the WEEKLY for appear at the public forum dis
bill.
° weeks
Proofs will be handed out in cotton compresses that stand near
2.
Deferred
payments
may
be
The
cussion in Ukiah. Last Wednes
made through the business Sie Administration Building nex„ the port. These complicated ma
he spoxe
spoke at
>!*irhieXt issue of the paper day evening ne
at the
uk first manager or through the hail Tuesday, and selection is to be chines were pressing cotton t<j be
Heath, . 1?rd holders hands Baptist Church in Oakland on
sent to the Atlantic coast.
made of the favorite pose.
salesmen.
s °ay, February 14.» the Flight of Protestanism,

MARCH OF
DIMES
DRIVE ON

Miss Ward
Offers
New Course

Fenix' Class
Goes On
Excursion

Naranjado

rive
On

XT

TUARY
WEEKLY

DR. KNOLES
WILL
PREACH

POSERS PICK
PROOFS
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By ALLEN BREED

JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3 0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
Phone 2-3712 or 9-9121

Last Monday something happened
ten years ago no one would h*1
dreamed could or would take place j"
11
this democratic nation of ours. a
for a third time
was inaugurafed
hold the highest chair in the governmen!
of the U. S. A. Last week I raised thP
e
question of
just what our future
tional defense program should
auouia be. *
4-1 /->n speech
onaopTl Pl'flct
TV _
his inauguration
Pres. Roosev
pv.
answered the question that was in every
one's mind by telling the thousands that
the preserva*;.
listened to him.
him that "the
preservation
of the spirit ana
and faith
iaii.u or
of tn
the nation
*11 furnish
r», m v\1 r* Vi the
4- K r\ highest
K 1 ~k e j ,
does, and-i will
Usti
fication for every sacrifice that we may
L11° cause of national defense
make
maKe in
m the
utuense
In the face of great perils never before
encountered, our strong purpose iS t
1 x and +to
n nAmAt.llSLt.A
+~
protect
perpetuate thp
the integrit
democracy."
of democracy.

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
rate of postage provided for in Sectioon 1103,
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
$1.50 A YEAR
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager
1940
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JESSIE HANNAY, News
T.F.ST.TF. KNOLES, Society
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
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FRANCES WATSON, Desk
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
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REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris BowTing, Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack
Coale Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David
son, Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant.
Don Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Moine, Willa
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
Whitlock, Eleanor Powell, Merceita \ oorhees.

CHALLENGE
"To those of us here in America the
words are a challenge to make every
sacrifice possible for our own continued
safety.
To those so-called "enslaved"
groups in
Europe, our 1 resident sf words
iit J~—
cqvat tn
rimwninc man.
were_ as a lifn
life saver
to a.
a drowning
Now
the
problem
is
just
how
this aid is
XNUW LUC
^iriiran trt
TT.n P-! dnrl
going Ato Lrt
be given
to England.
Much
opposition to the Lease-Lend Bill has
arisen before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee and was climaxed by Joseph
P. Kennedy, the
rue leunus
retiring ambassador
o-muaosauor to
V» r\ declared
rlpplnrpfl lift
ap-air
I TLondon, nr
who
he was
was against
I the hill in its present form. The gen.
eral opposition to the bill seems to be
CV. AKifK»*rt> - w
I that too much power is being placed in
the hands of the President.
CONFAB
But while our representatives were
and are deciding our future foreign
policy, another meeting of distinguished
gentlemen was being held "some place"
Mr.
A.
C.
Gerould,
librarian
Crackpot schemes occasionally appear
in Europe. The gentlemen were Hitler
which purport to solve all problems and College of the Pacific
and Mussolini, the occasion, no one
establish a Utopia for the world or some Stockton, Calif.
knows—and the outcome was displayed
portion of it. Many suggestions border
Dear Mr. Gerould,
only in a communique which tells us
ing on the hopeless and foolish have
By Sapiro
that the meeting "came off in a spirit
During
my
year
and
a
half
at
been made to accomplish the Utopian
of
heartfelt friendship." I used to play
for our Pacific Student Association. Such Pacific, I have attempted to find
game
called "cops and robbers" and
a blueprint for perfection obviously does a place to study in quiet. I spent
By HERM SAPIRO
the only time the leaders of one side
not exist, but many minor difficulties my first year studying alternate
together was when something
would disappear and most major ones ly in the library upstairs and in The motion picture industry is I meet
finally coming around to the rea-1 wasn't going quite right. The only logidiminish, if a single condition which now
some vacant room in the Ad. lization that name bands are box cal reason why the two dictators came
exists were to be altered.
If all the students who manage building. The noise in the library office attractions. In the past few together was because something had
months, the bands of Bob Crosby, gone wrong in their plans. One can picto get hold of the WEEKLY read the was sufficient to discourage any
Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, and ^ure the looks of frustration on the
concentration
on
my
part.
I
think
suggestion to be offered, and accepted it,
Kay Kayser have been featured
ctive men as they asked each other
the PSA would be able to bring seven that most of the students who do in the^flickers, and there are lots | respe
why their plans had failed to material
name bands to the campus this spring wish to really study in the library more bands due to cash in on the
ize into success.
One must not think
or give away Naranjados, or establish will agree with me in that respect. boom.
this
period
of
perplexity
on the par o
a baseball team, or sponsor countless
At the first of the semester, I Listen in on KPO almost any the dictators necessarily represents
rallies with featured outside entertain
day at 3:00 p. m. and grab your
But rat e
ment.
Such suggestions are without obtained a card to use the down self an earful of the new Charlie coming of their downfall.
the
world
should
be
even
more aer
stairs
room
of
the
library
for
limit, and they all depend on a single
Spivak combo. This bunch is defi
mass action, the membership of all stu study. I presumed it would be nitely not the best of the air to for their next move. One thing is c<?
dents on the campus in the campus stu quiet there. I found, quite to the day, but we admire their ability to tain though, and that is the Nazi a^
a
dent organization.
lin]ess
contrary, that my presumption put out fairly listeirable programs I Fascist states must l°_ob
wla
c
, ^js
The individual will agree that he was wrong. Senior college stud in the face of the lousy tunes start planning for^ a third
would buy a card if this ideal student ents are supposed to have enough they are forced to play. Spivak's complete victory is in their han
association existed.
He would join if social intelligence to take into gang gets around the ASCAP ban summer,
by featuring a lot of tunes writ- RESPECT
all others joined, but he doubts that
consideration the feelings of oth ten by members of the orchestra,
America always has been known'0'
they will. This mass inertia, if it af
ers
about
them.
If
the
downstairs
and
some
of
them
aren't
bad.
They
itg Iawiessness, and it was exemplify
fected a large enough portion of the
students, could blight the entire extra study serves as a criterion, then are mostly riff tunes (one phrase | in th action q{ two Lt. S. sailors *ho
until exhaustion sets in), j *"
"""
occasion took
curricular life of the campus and destroy those students should be taught repeated
but
least the
change J.IUII1
from | w,,anted to J-1*? „
rut. at
cxc ICOOl
II1C CMCUlge
__her_°:, _ Th®__f**
U r» n a large
IG'C
the program which gives our dual or a little more etiquette than they There I Go," and "I Hear a Rhap- Place 111 San Francisco w&en * c0Dganization its distinctiveness. It is seem already possess.
sody" is welcome. In our estima- crowd gathered around tne Genu ^
ingly inconceivable that a persistent min
The point is this, when three or tion, the best of the Spivak tunes sulate where according to all
,
<ITT„..
PiA TX
TV - - J1H
I tino
o n H i./mcionirjnrl
...
ority of students will refuse to partici four students get together and
ties, and
recognized hv
by j T116 J *' f U ily
Hey, Sit
Down, Bud.
pate in and support a program which in have a bull session in the base
law, the German consul had rig ^ hjg
fluenced their decision to come to this ment of the library, they make it SPIVAK'S TECHNIQUE
raised the German Reich flag
^
campus and which in return will enhance difficult and unpleasant for every Spivak is a little guy, who, at | office*
The two sailors dressed
the value of whatever education or de one concerned, on their side of the one time or another, has played | civU&n Clothes 7limbeT~ten stories
building. If those same students lead trumpet for almost every I ""+"Ti" ^^^""""^VwTt-eirarding XK
gree they receive from our schools.
mfinns causfd
made
that much noise upstairs big name leader. He has a pleas- Pbreac ^ , ,ag down. .
These words are not a plea for mem
ing personality and is evidently I
h of international re1
they
would
be
politely
told
to
bership based on the financial value of
such childish action, '1\„Pdr'a
leave. Why is it they get away well liked by his musicians. Last, I
each card. That monetary return has
Kllf
-rx/vf
lnnet
—L^cUJy
H_. pietyb
IS~ th
thnf
H 11 PI T1 O" a
» •>V
81T
but
least, Charlie
plays 1 tllirt.R
hurts is
at *****
during
year
yj\AK. not
ucu iccuu,
CHdUiC really
""""
~
. . V gfj) j
with it downstairs?
been stressed again and again. Suffice
a
mess
of
horn,
and
displays
a
|
war
in
Europe
the
_Britisn
I always believed that those
it to say that each membership in actual students who work in the library beautiful tone coupled with aston-1 has been untouched in Berlin.
exchange value for admissions, subscrip should cooperate in maintaining ishing range and technique.
The U. S. flag has always been,Cjt i«
tions and the like, is worth over $1'5 quiet when they were using the
We just can't figure wnat the complete respect by Germany, aI1
exclusive of the right of participation in building for study, as they should Camel Caravan AO
is UUlUUlg
coming to.
as we .-y^
IU. AfJAJL- I only
J fair that
tuat as
<XO long
hKJ
any or all of the activities of the PSA. understand the problem best. ter hiring some of finest swing relations with a foreign cou11 - Le<4'
—i
But the idea which gives structure to However, it has become striking crews for years, tne Camels de- should give their flag that sameo resP
this editorial is the interdependence of ly obvious that it is those very cided on Xavier Cugat to take
After 38 years in public,
0{
the schools and the student structure, the students who create the most over. Now,, we'll grant that Cugat | i..
N. Garner
administered the _ then reMniuei
aurauusieic"
importance of the student-body in deter noise.
has the best South American ar- office to Vice -Pres Wallace, and
-]1t.
I would like to know why it is rangements in the game, but a tired not only from the p r e s e n t a f o f
mining the character of the school.
The new semester again puts the that nothing has or is being done whole program of that stuff is, to istration, but from all public
favnntP liL*o a
__
. J ill
challenge squarely up to the individual. to make and keep the downstairs hnrrnw a
Years he had served in
The Pacific Student Association is not a of the library conducive to good double chocolate sundae with mo-1 th^J
Congress "and "he has just
j * ° ,S
-ir",D-Presiden- ,)t
divine institution, nor even a philan study. I am not a grouch, but this lasses on it. Surely, there are
ude,
two terms as
<
cleaf
thropic one. Its foundation is in indi unnecessary situation has annoy enough fine swing combos to sat- v
"'.'^
missed not only foi I1', rn.^i>"
vidual student support and only you who ed me enough during this semes isfy the cigarette manufacturers. I Vle
ter to send in this complaint, with Jimmy Dorsey and Glenn Miller
wp°ints on national an' i T„vHn *'
read this can give it that support.
subjects, but because the ie- f
—B. B.
(Continued on page 4, column 2) (Continued on page 4, column 1) \ just well-liked.

NO UTOPIA
PROMISED

TIGER RAG

CUTTINGS

• 1*14

-I

Gene Barter
Heads
p.S.A. Drive

Mc
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WHY WE GO TO COLLEGE

Feb. 3

^ sale of pacific Student As. f:on Cards will officially beS°C'vronday, February 3, and will
gIntinue throughout the week. In
ct" /«qt to the usual campaign
conl'cted by the Ex-Committee,
^Sial sub-committee, headed
u - Gene Harter will be in charge
Jl sales this semester.
GALS BUST
the first week of
you will see the pretty
.pds of the school selling from
C desk in the main hall of the
®d building. The girls' living
groups will cooperate and each
living quarter will take care of
Throughout

.school,

[If you want a job—
• Secretarial
| Civil Service
Part of the hilarity of 5 Higher Accountancy I
the BAND FROLIC has [Free employment service.!
been preserved for pos
terity in these four pic
tures taken at the initial
(Sinice 1896)
performance last Tuesday I
School of Business
i
night.
m California at Weber •
Stockton

sales for one day.
A new system of individual
salesman will be inaugurated this
semester under the direction of
James Johnstone. This will give
those students who would like to
receive a free card a chance to

| Humphrey's j

try their hand at selling. All students wishing to act as salesmen
should file their applications in
the information office.
WORK AV*'T if" E
For those who desire to partici
pate in the regular PSA work
program, blanks are available at
the Dean's office and should be
filed by 5 o'clock this afternoon.
As other features of the card
drive, Doug Powell's Rally Com
mittee presented a student-body
card rally in Thursday's assem
bly. Also the campus will be gaily
festooned with PSA posters re
minding the students to purchase
their cards early.
SOCIAL END
Jean Strong is working on prep
arations for a dance the first
week-end of school, with a theme
centering around PSA card pur
chases. Admission to the dance
will be secured by a special pro
gram in the form of a student
body card receipt.
During the first week of school,
the Ex-Committee will keep its
office open for students desiring
o secure their permanent cards.
ese cards, it is promised by the
Committee will bring out somelng new in student body card
designs

Archife Mothers
Plan Party
Archania house will be the
Dartf, , a :festive dessert bridge
Saturdav 3° in the afternoon>
ary 25• The Mothers ni u'J
dual t.,k,
Planned for indivieach table may
Plav a -?S S°
y as it pleases.
chair™ J" F' Zei£ler is general
K"?an for the occasion. She
! for Miss Mae Marrow
Servinr,S'n^ during the afternoon.
Wttee a3\,the rese5~vation coms'
F- Blinn, Mrs.
David <?le
and Mr!miTth' Mrs; J- F- Wilson,
Zeigler- other de"
fails have h
Mrs To
taken care of by
B. t. ne,tte Bose, music; Mrs.
ha,.:j fned> refreshments; iriia.
Mrs.
bavid
G-James 3 publicitY: Mrs. R.
decorationsnZeS; MrS' J- F- Blinn'

Starts Sunday
K GABLE
»Pn^
hedy lamarr

"COMRADE X"
rip-, '—a'so—•
ROMERO

R

omance o f t h e
GRANDE"

R|0

Sales Class
Visits S. F.
Stores
Members of the sales practice
class and their instructor, Kath
leen L. Seagraves, made a tour of
some of the representative retail
stores in San Francisco last Fri
day.
At the Emporium they were
shown "behind the scenes," given
explanations of store organization
and policy, and were guests of
The Emporium at luncheon. At
Roos Brothers, Ransohoffs, and
Bullock and Jones, they were als®
given generous attention.
The group concluded the day;
with visits to Nelly Gaffney, Inc.,
Maison Mendessolle, and I. Magnin and Co., whose store displays
and store layout were studied.

student Body Cards On

Sale, Starting

Paj>e 3

STAGESTRUCK
By
HUNI

Spindt have a date with TOVARICH?
Mars seems to have come to
Pacific's Little Theatre, for all
in the cast of ROMEO AND
JULIET are spending their leis
ure time practicing the danger
ous sport of fencing. During re
hearsals, the Green Room re
sounds and echos and then re
sounds again with the sound of
clashing blades. Whose eye will
be the first to go?
The Year in Summary through
the Eyes of Youknowwho:
The first month found an irate
turbaned woman — who finally
lost her voice, regained it again
and turned in a marvelous per
formance in the seasonal play,
END OF SUMMER.
SOLVE PROBLEMS
The second month found the
student directors running around
in circles trying to solve techni
c-al problems for their studio
Theatre productions, which they
did.
The third month found Jack
Holmes losing and gaining
weight; ditto with Tony, the
Romeo, and his femme friends;
unquotable quotes dropping from
the mouths of (not babes) but
directors.
The fourth month was clut
tered up with La Tulla and her

This column's over
It's all through;
What's in here been said
Has all been true.
In other words, after sixteen
weeks of reviewing the Little
Theatre (why, we'll never know),
this shall be the last column of
Hun. Less news and more gos
sip seems to accumulate between
the cracks of the stake boards, so
the latter might as well go un
said.
If the advice of im Kielty were
followed a good-bye speech would
be quoted, but as quotes are only
repetitions, we shall just say that
until a better column is written,
this one shall remain unwritten.
Congratulations and HUNIcakes to the four new members
of Theta Alpha Phi—the honor
ary dramatic society—ane O'Con
nor, Bill Ramsey, Lillian Kahan,
and Dr. McCall.
QUESTION
A word to the wise: Can the ROMEO COMING
And the fifth month is now
Dr. really cackle like a hen lay
ing an egg? Or does he save rounding out with rehearsals for
that ability just for his classes ROMEO AND JULIET. And will
that be something!!!
only?
Will the actors have to go
Remark of the Week: "Who
set this ancient quarrel new some to beat the Band Frolic
abroach?" said in seventeen- actors? No, I don't think so.
So, until the time when the
eleven different octaves.
Is it true that Clarabel Coff- Theatre can start laughing at
man, Max Gobel and Hcrm itself once again, let them read
Tolstoi; and as for me, I gotta
lab.

Mother's Club
Hears Reading

Members of Alpha Theta Tau's
Mother's Club met last Tuesday
afternoon for their regular meet
ing at the sorority house. Mrs.
Bishop, president of the club, pre
sided over the meeting, which was
followed by a reading of William
Saroyan's book, "My Name Is
Aram," by Mrs. Fred Ellis. Serv
ing of refreshments concluded
the afternoon.
Two new overpasses mean safe
ty for students having to cross
busy Washington av. on the Uni
versity of Minnesota campus.

Do
Today!
Sign up for your Naranjado in the ad building all
day today and again the first week next semester.

Down
Without
P. S. A. Card

$4.00

Holder of P. S. A.
Card for One
Semester

Holders of P. S. A.
Cards for Two
Semester

$2.00
Ask About Our
New Deferred Payment

ur
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WOE IS ME

By Adele Scoble

JiOPY KA1*

A $360,000 appropriation for a
new Fresno State College gym
nasium is being sought by Hugh
M. Burns, Fresno assemblyman.
The request will be included in
a "little budget bill" of $5,000,000
for construction work at the sev
en state colleges, which will be
presented by a group of legisla
tors . . . Can it be that WE set
the mode for THEM, by having a
new gym built on our deah 'ole
almy mammy—they expect Burns
to help them as BURNING help
ed us!
BONERS!

Eight students from the Univer
sity of Oklahoma, who were broke
forged a note to the manager of
a local theater saying they were
students at the Oklahoma school
for the deaf and dumb, and could
they be admitted to the theater
free of charge. He let them in.
All would have been well, but
they had to laugh at the picture.
He threw them out—Chinookian.
The girl who reduced is sim
ply going out of her weigh to
please some man.
,
BLACKOUT!
"Lights out," might have been
the sharp command of the dorm
prexy on Saint Mary's campus
last week, but it wasn't. Though
far removed from Europe's battlefront, said academic city had
its blackout when the cable sup
plying power to the dormitories
shorted, cutting off all electricity
for those who inhabited the cam
pus prior to the opening of the se
mester. .. By the amount of FUSS
raised, we can only guess that the
Gaels are either 'fraid of the dark
or they don't like being in it
ALONE!
TSK, TSK!
Imagine the chagrin of the
San Jose State frosh class when
they found they had nominated
* sophomore for their class presideat. .. Leave it to the fresh
men to break into print.
This 'lil gal believes lipstick to
be something which merely gives
a new flavor to an old pastime.

Rug Cuttings
<Continued from page 8)
are satisfying their sponsors.
GOOD WORK
The Casa Loma Band is set to
follow Artie Shaw at the Palla
dium in L. A. late this month.
Glen Gray and the boys should
stand the boys on their ears. Nev
er has there been a band that has
stayed up at the top so consis
tently. And they deserve it.
A wind tunnel with air speeds
up to 100 miles an hour is being
built at the University of Santa
Clara.

Session Begins June 23;
Varied Curriculum Is Offered
F i v e -week

The most comprehensive cur•dean of men and instruct,•or
riculum ever offered at College education; John c
of Pacific's Summer Sessions Speech and director of
11!
mpUs
Studio; Malcolm ^J"
mark the plans to be execute
y Radio Studio:
the administration in its 16th an Eis&en, history and politick
ence.
sm
nual short session begmmng June
others teaching are, johtl r,
23 With each class period length
ened to meet the time require Christ Elliott, dean of conse
ments, courses will be offered to tory, and piano; Arthur F
embrace practically all depart speech; Fred L. Farley, dei5y;
ments of both the College and the college, and ancient laanguage.
Robert B. Gordon, theory
the Conservatory of Music.
Students of all phases of theat brass and woodwind instrument?
rical arts will join together to Wilhelmina K. Harbert, eleme'
put forth three productions on Pa tary music methods; J. Win,,
cific's three stages for the enter Harris, dean of the school of
tainment of the community of cation.
Stockton and the Summer Session
Summer session also
—,0 ir
inclufe.
Ethel Mae Hill,. rphysical
students.
—* — e d u -c a .
The Summer Conservatory also tion; Earl R. Jackson, physicat
offers an extensive curriculum, education; Harold Stanley Jacobv
including a course for supervisors economics and sociology; j. jjaJ^
and teachers of public schools in Jantzen, education and new dean
order to acquaint them with re of summer sessions; John Her.
cent developments in teaching bert Jonte, chemistry; Clarence
methods and materials.
E. Larson, chemistry; Claire C,
Olson, English.
ADVANCED COURSES
Charles Gordon Patten, physicsThere are also advanced cour
O. H. Ritter, business administra'
ses in piano, organ and voice—de
tion; Ernest Stanford, botany;
signed for public performers who Frederick Steinliauser, modern
wish to strengthen indiidual per languages; E. Grace Ward, art;
forming ability. There will be the J. Henry Welton, voice, and G.
EVA MARIE GENUIT, Pacific student from Pana ory courses ranging from non-pro A. Werner, history and political
ma, shown burning the candle at both ends in prepara- fessional standard to highly spe science, and director of Pacific
cialized upper division courses, in Summer Tours, complete the list
tioon for finals. Air ye a'gonna?
the summer conservatory this of resident teachers.
season.
A list of 26 resident instruc JANTZEN DEAN
SAD CASE OF tors
will offer courses in the de
Dr. J. Marc Jantzen is the new
partment of ancient languages, ly appointed Dean of Summer
(Continued from page 8)
HUESTIS AND
botany, chemistry, economics and Sessions, while other officers oi
the hope that it will soon be al
sociology, education and psychol the administration include Dr.
THE
WEASEL
leviated.
ogy, English, graphic arts, geol Tully C. Knoles, president upon
Sincerely yours,
ogy, history and political science, the Edward Bannister Foundation
Gerald Huestis, J. C. stud modern languages, music, physi Ellen Deering, associate regis
A DISGUSTED SOPH.
ent, caught a weasel.
cal education, physical science and trar; O. H. Ritter, executive viceGerald Huestis brought the speech.
president and comptroller. In the
A Disgusted Soph,
weasel to school and donated
library administration will be Al
INSTRUCTORS
LISTED
care The Pacific Weekly,
it to the science department.
Stockton, Calif.
Resident instrutcors who are to bert C. Gerould and Monreo Potts,
Gerald Huestis is now a sad
teach during summer session are
Dear Sir:
der, but wiser lad.
Playfoot—So you are the kind
In the first place I want to
Gerald Huestis is the ex-pos Allan Bacon, organ; Edward S.
thank you for taking the trouble
sessor of a beautiful mink (not Betz, speech; J. Russell Bodley, of a girl who brings out the beast
to write me on this important
weasel) pelt worth approxi theory; DeMarcus Brown, speech when a young man calls?
Harriet—Certainly; I always
subject. It is one that has worried
and director of Pacific Little
mately $10.
me constantly since I took up my
Theatre; Horace I. Brown, violin make my boy friends take little
duties here two years ago. I could
The University of Minnesota and theory; James H. Corson, Fifi for a walk.
only wish that you had signed law school has decided to continue
your name to your letter so that its three year course for students
we might have had the chance to who enter with a B. A.
ICE
talk the matter over together.
COAL
Part of the trouble with the li
WOOD
brary is, I will admit, mine. I for me, or for Miss Felter or Miss
FUEL OIL
Potts
to
sit
downstairs
several
am kept pretty busy in my office
DIESEL OIL
and I am not in the reading room hours a day like a school teacher
INCORPORATED
STOVE OIL
and downstairs enough to be real in study-hall and keep things
CEMENT
quiet,
but
it
would
consume
a
lot
ly aware, perhaps, of what is go
LIME
ing on. But part of the fault lies of time, and it would rob the stu
BRICK
dents
of
the
opportunity
of
even
Stockton, California
with the student body itself. You
PLASTER
have a student government; you enforcing their own discipline.
SAND
Office:
have a student affairs committee.
Sincerely yours,
ROCK
And evidently there are some
830 S. California
A. C. GEROULD,
GRAVEL
people who really want it quiet
Librarian.
in the library.
It would be possible of course

TIGER RAG

THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966

Pacific's Classified Directory

p Seward for buying » ' r(j d
TOIN the P. S. A^ and you will be
will be, too . . . when you find •' eligible to use the Pacific swim
card this springout how many activities you will ming pool when it gets hot this privileges for $10.
be able to participate in this spring spring and summer.
if you own A. P. S. A. card.
ORORITIES—You, too,
& ^
ble tb join if you own a
^
DARGAIN—The best buy in town. V"ISS the queen of the Mardi Gras.
This privilege only for holders card this spring.
_
An all inclusive P. S. A. card
—
toes'
•
tit"
of
P.
S.
A.
cards
who
know
the
for ?10. Buy now and save.
queen—well enough.
TESTED and f°"nd 'V^cavd
a
COMPETE in college debate, athI idea. Buy a P- S. oUege >"
^ letics, elections. You will become I 1VE on The campus—Frats, sorori- you will make you
eligible to participate in all col
ties, Women's Hall, dorm. You much more interesting
lege activities if you own a P. S. A may if you have a P. S- A. card.
"
" ^ — div
card.
NITED
1AEJU we
" ^ stana^- behind
Let's
all stand
jueus an
1U[ARDI GRAS — Reminiscent of
I*\ANCE at the Mardi Gras and ***• the New Orleans fun frolic. At P. S. A. program this
** every Thursday night in the the auditorium on April 25—only if
gym if you have a P. S. A. card
ARSITY SPORTS—" >'°eU
you have a P. S. A. card.
v p. S. A. card y°u
FLECTIONS—Elect or be elected. MARANJADO—Reduced rates for for
the varsity
ior me
vaaonj has
~*-• You are eligible to either vote
year's super, super Naran- ming, or tennis teams^
or run for an office if you have a jadothis
if
you
have
a
P.
s.
A.
card.
P. S. A. card.
PEN the door of opportunity on
FRATERNITIES—Join now or re
the Pacific campus for your
tain your membership only if self this spring and become eligible
T
Y
lJ;
you have a P. S. A, card.
for all activities by buying a P. S. A
card.
lege or Pacific.
•O TO the Mardi Gras if you
P. S. A. card thist**
* have a p. s. A. card.
PA»TIJC,PATE in a11 thfc student
ehudi will ProbLeryb0<li tr,«
P
oa'r.s this sprin* if you
|¥ URRY——If y0u wait too long own a
P. S. A. because every t ^
a
p„ s;
A. card.
Elections,
Wl11 P}iss some of the many
cji-at-vaof Vi in
Of
av,iq3 _ „
Swimrning-, Social Affairs, findI
something
."'.'J^thi
Debate
ed
to
the P S*
members of
program outlined
TaW
1

A STOUNDED—I was . . . and you

R

S

Campus
Oxford
$7so

U

O

All Genuine White Buck - - 8,95

THE. IMP

W

^^ eithir£,r£

Y

INTELLIGENT people always buy
1 a P. S. A. card. Sign up today.

QUICK—Buy your P. S. A. card
right now—so you won't miss
the first student body dance.

-""Thuil'5 id" tut

TTOOM over to„ the
ad ^ {o
Q A cafri
get your P. S.^-

Il0W-
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ith Malice
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wards

None
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LESLIE IiNOLES. Editor

HEDY

Dick Toms
To Head
Archania

MU ZETA
GIVES
FORMAL
Poinsettias were used t-ileotively as the theme of Mu Zeta
Rho's annual winter formal dance
given last Saturday night. Large
poinsettias covered the walls, and
tapering candles were used lor
lighting purposes.
General chairman of the dance
was Mary Ranney, who was as
sisted by Phyllis Grimshaw and
Ellen Jayne Harrington in charge
of decoration. Jane Switzer head
ed the refreshment committee,
and Harriet Davidson, the music.
Herman Sapiro's orchestra play
ed for dancing from 9 until 1.
Patrons and patronesses w ere
Miss Florence Klaer, Dr. and Mrs.
J. Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. L. Windmiller, and Mr. and Mrs. T. Con
nelly.

O m e g a Phi
Installs New
Officers
In semi formal ceremonies
Omega Phi Alpha Fraternity in
stalled its new semester officers
last Thursday night. The occa
sion served for the induction of
President Irving Fritz and his fel
low officers, and was held in the
fraternity house.
Fritz, who succeeds Hugh McWilliams, into the leading frater
nity position, has served as vice
president and social chairman
during the current semester, and
has held a number of other house
positions, including that of sec
retary.
Other fraternity officers elect
ed and installed include: Bob
Monagan, vice president; Sam
Chaney, secretary; Howard Lew
is, treasurer; A1 Philp, chaplaii>;
George Kapel, reporter, Bob
Thode, recorder, and A1 Irwin,
guard. Bill Toland was elected
house manager, replacing Bob
Cook, who is leaving school.

George Washington university
is starting a $950,000 auditorium.
Prof. C. B. Farrington is in his
fortieth year as a faculty member
of Sam Houston State Teachers
College, Huntsville, Texas.
the gossip? Seems to me you
were doing ail right.
No, I haven't taken a powder,
nor has Juanita caught up with
me. And Bennie, dear, you
seemed to be under the impres
sion as many others—I'm not
a him, but a her!!!
Love and kisses,
HEDY.

After a long (lass
pause and

Art Students
t?ive vjpen
House"
A fascinating preview to the
"Open House" exhibit to be shown
in April should be the "Midsemester," which will be on display
Thursday and Friday of next
week.
The best work of Pacific and
Stockton Junior College art stud
ents will be arranged in rooms
221 and 217 of Weber, respective
ly. It will include renderings in
lettering and layout; artistic ana
tomy, painting and wood sculp
ture, as well as quite a bit of at
tractive work in metal crafts, jew
elry and bookbinding.
Everyone who is interested is
invited to come.

Mu Zete Club
Holds Meeting
The Mothers and Patronesses
cluf of Mu Zeta Rho met last
Monday at the sorority house. A
"Talent and Gadget" sale climax
ed the meeting. Each woman
brought either a home made dish
or a household gadget. These
were sold among the members at
less than a dollar each. Mrs. Eva
Ulrey, president, presided over
the meeting. Refreshments were
served.

925 N. Wilson Way

Dial 4-4695

Launderers - Dry Cleaners

Tau Kappa
Initiates Three
At Ceremony
Three initiates including Doris
Wudell of Placerville, Jessie
Hannay of Stockton, and Claire
Sandrock of Roseville were wel
comed into Tau Kappa Kappa
last evening with a formal can
dlelit ceremony.
Conducting the rites were Melba Jean Loyd, president; Ethel
Stark, sergeant-at-arms; Gloria
Hopps, chaplain, and Dixie But
ler, pianist.
Upon receiving initation, initi
ates were presented with t-orcorsages of house colors.
Preceding initiation a formal
dinner was held with Miss Ellen
Deering as honored guest.
Among 400 beginning students
at Brown university is Trajano
Pupo Netto, a law graduate of
the University of Sao Paulo, Bra
zil.

See Campus Representatives

Rhizomia .
Omega Phi
Men's Hall

. Ed Denne\
. Roger Cross
Don Tockson
for friendship
bracelets

MEET THE GANG

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

AK
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Senior College

History of Pacific's
Sound Effects

CRABBE

n
fit
i. •

•rte

our enthusiasm grows and grows
drop into the studio sometime and
we'll show you.
When you walk in, you won't
know what that car door is doing
mounted on a black, hard wood
frame. And you'll know still less
when you turn it around and find
a house door opposite. All for the
sake of sound effect! You may
think that's silly, but we've used
both doors time and time again
for our weekly radio drama—
which, by the way, comes Wed
nesday nights at 3:30 over KWG
through our campus studio.
AVOID HOLLOW SOUND
Our sound effect doors are no
flimsy structures. They're the
real honest-to-goodness thing and
came from the California build
JOHN CRABBE, head of
ing on Treasure Island. The whole
Pacific's
Campus Studio,
mounting is set on rollers so it
cm be moved about in the stu reveals the story behind
dio—and its heavy enough to the radio department's
make you push a second time. It sound effects.
has to be heavy in order to quell
the sound as a door is slammed a "storm recording" for a radio
shut. Otherwise the sound will drama, and you see that you are
come over the air. hollow or' coming to the end of the record,
"boomy."
you can set the arm back at the
There is another piece of equip beginning, bring up the volume
ment which was added to our by way of the control button,
Campus Studio at the same time take out the volume of the first
our doors were brought in. It is arm by the same means, and the
a big black cabinet called a sound storm continues without hesita
track. That's exactly what it is— tion. It is an invaluable addition
a track for sound. The top lifts to the radio technical world.
up and exposes three turn tables
—to you that's a gadget for the MOTOR EASILY ADJUSTED
purpose of holding such things as
Another nice feature about this
those funny little black disks you sound track is that the "place of
have to make for speech classes— business" namely the motor is
commonly
called
recordings. behind a couple of wide doors that
These three turn tables look inno open easily and allow a technician
cent enough, but try manipulating to perform any repairs or adjust
them with the button system at ments needed.
the front of the cabinet top. Once
Both of these pieces become the
you have comprehended the sys possession of the Campus Studio
tem you are handling same sort at the time of the Treasure Island
of sound that is handled in pro auction, and both were used in
fessional studios.
official coast-to-coast broadcast
To hold the needles for these ing, as well as in local programs.
turn tables there are four "arms". They are a great deal of value to
Why four? Well, that's a neat an- us—and as a Collegiate Studio, we
,gle you'd like to know about. If are proud to be able to use them
you're working up to a climax on and call them our own.

pepper,
Menus:

Many students, who are batchine it on the campus, allow only

Radio is exciting! And you can't deny its popularity
—We'll admit that the ASCAP-BMI feudin' isn't sooth
ing; to our cars tout we'll hope for the best and maybe it
won't last too long. But no amount of controversy can
keep down the spirits of those of us who are following
John Crabbe's radio classes this*
year. If you're wondering why

«iS50 per week lor food per per
son The Senior —
tions class has worked out
week's menu on that amount.
This diet is sufficient in most
ways for women students, but it
would be more satisfactory i
more meat and fat could be
added, although these would con
tribute to the expense.
Shopping list for two persons:
.09
Quick Quaker Oats
.09
Spaghetti
.10
Rice
Two loaves of
.20
whole wheat bread ..
.15
% dozen eggs
Milk—eight quarts (pur
.80
chased two at a time)
.15
American cheese
Round Roast
60
Carrots, Beets, Turnips—
3 bunches for 10c
10
Lettuce (3 heads)
10
Potatoes (two pounds) ... .05
Apples (2 pounds)
10
.10
One package of prunes
Raisins (one pound) ... .10
Oranges (one dozen) ... .15
.02
Tomatoes
Onions (3 for flavoring
.02
and roast)
Ground beef (one pound) .20
Total

$3.21

OLLEGEY HAVE MORE DOLLARS
ENDOWMENTS THAN BOOKS'
IN THEIR LIBRARIES /

IN

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

GOODYEAR
TIRES
Imbrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLEY E. BUSH
SHELL SERVICE
2302 PACIFIC AVE.

W. E. KING
JEWELERS

S H O E

EXPERT CLEANING AMI
DYEING

SHOE

REPAIRING

Br NAT Fl.llll
2C23 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 3-S345

The Bookmark
New

Stock of Fiction,
Non-Fiction and
Children's Books

RENTAL LIBRARY
2101 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.

Union Oil Products

Satisfaction Assured

Phone 2-9010

WINTER SPECIAL

With RAY MARINO
at the

Pacific
Haberdashery

Men's College Cut Clothes
2049 Pacific

Dial 6-6590

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

For Corsages with
that College Swank
SEE

SH'ERWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6550

College Flower
Shop
2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2 6550

TKY THE-

Pacific and Castle

Drop In and
Get Acquainted

AT HAZARD IN THE EARLY DAYS
MEALS USUALLY CONSISTED OF
BREAKFAST- BREAD AND BEER
fMNNER-l LB. MEAT
10PPER- BREAD-, MILK/

S E R V I C E

Repairing

CR6flm

jh; os. |;jfl
1i iw
ii iISP'

TUXEDO

Bill Lunt

ice

I' I If1

SUNDAY
Coffee
Studnts wh.
Baked apple
p!annin»
Whole wheat toast (2 pieces) take Dr. Clair c"r„
in
Medieval
Literal
<
with
raisins
Oat meal cereal
quite a say in the ® Wl11 ha^
presentation this next eth(*l ,
Milk
. , ,
, .
Cheese sandwich (whole wheat . Before this
ing assignments have L ^
bread)
in the original
Baked apple
but this year if
desire
they may do the?entH
Milk
rr«afo»
in
translation.
salHearts of lettuce
Dr. Olson's Chaucer
Round roast
a prerequisite to Me«r- C0Urse
Brown potatoes
lieva] Lite^
ture.
Onions
Carrots
Spaghetti with ground l "
Prune cake
Mashed potatoes
^
Lettuce and tomato
MONDAY
d
Stewed prunes
Coffee
Orange juice
Whole wheat toast
SATURDAY
Coffee
Oat meal cereal with prunes
Oat meal cereal
Whole wheat toas'
Milk
Prunes
Beef stock soup
Whole wheat toast
Milk
Sliced tomato
Spanish rice
Baked apple
Carrot salad
Prunes
Milk
Grated carrot salad
Vegetable soup
Hot roast beef sandwiches
Milk
Mashed potatoes
Cheese omelet
Beets
Beets
Prune cake
Turnips
Prune whip
Milk

Watch and Jewelry

2047 Pacific Ave.

Student
Hot Lunches and
Dinners

ii

STUDENTS
HAVE A
VOICE

Pacific Ave Shops

Special Attention to
Sr MARY'S (CALIF) GRIDD6RS
MJ5T TRAVEL OVER 30 MILES' OF
LAND, 20 MILES OF WATER AND PASS
THROUGH THREE COUNTIES AND
METROPOLITAN CITIES IN ORDER
V3 REACH THEIR "HOfAE' FIELD.
KEIAR STADIUM1.. SAN FRANCISCO/

for staples which are apt
already on hand-cogee, sug£,

flour, sh°'ntjn|."fad dressing.

Class
Plans Menu

Treasure Island Donates
Equipment to Campus
Radio Studio Use

1941

This budget does ^not ^account

CWNE3

'The Taste Will T"®"

Ph. 3-0451

2014 Pacifle A*

ORDERS TO

TAKE OTFF

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good*
HREAaFAOT, LUXOH and PISS®*

KS
2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

BAKED SANDWICH
WITH POTATO SALAD
Roast Pork or
Roast Beef

20*

PACIFIC

JUNIOR COLLEGE
I
JvIO —

>T»me

Pos. Age Ht.
C 18 6'5"
F 18 5TO"
F 18 5'9"
F 19 5'7"
C 18 6'
F 19 6'
F 19 5'11"
G 21 6'1"
G 18 5'11"
F 19 5'TA"
G 20 6'
C 18 6'
G 17 6'
s
F 19 5T0"
F 19 5'9"
F 17 5T0Va"

T

24 1

0
2

' Bert ...
Randolpl

JS& sr ::::: §
iSSfe"
p| a y

for Fun,
And Receive
Credit for It
Lawton D. Harris, outstandin recreational activi
ties will give two courses in this
lid during the spring semester.
fne first course will deal with
fime leadership with consider
able emphasis on folk games of
.dvanced type, the second course
with craft techniques and materials.
Following the plan of the past,
Mr. Harris will be on the campus
on Wednesday afternoon and eve
ning and the first course will be
given from 4:15 to 6, and the sec
ond from 7:15 to 9. If there is
sufficient demand a third course
on camping will be given for one
hour at 3:20 p. m.
The above work is carried on
Mr

h, ]eader

Wt.
212
156
155
138
172
152
160
180
170
160
192
150
150
140
130
160

Home Town

Exp.
1 Wasco
0 Brentwood
0 San Francisco
0 Stockton
0 Stockton
0 Stockton
0 Livingston
1 Hayward
1 Stockton
0 Livingston
1 Oakland
0 Brentwood
0 Stockton
0 Berkeley
1 Stockton
0 San Francisco

Gold en Tigers
Dine At
Epsilon
Continuing with the annual
dinner in honor of Pacific's Gold
en Tigers, Epsilon Lambda Sig
ma entertained the football play
ers and their trainers and
coaches at dinner last evening.
Following dinner a program was
presented by the members of
the sorority, and it was called an
evening with the boys leaving for
their respective fraternity meet
ings.
under the direction of the depart
ment of religious education which
has pioneered in this field. It
gives much promise in the future.
Prof. Colliver, department head,
will be glad to answer any ques
tions concerning the courses to
be given by Mr. Harris.

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of

rage

Bengal Sports Page
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Varsity Whips Champs
Pacific Ski Club
In Competition
For First Time
With the ending of finals this
next week a team comprised of
skiers from the College of Pacific
Ski club will enter the University
of Nevada's Invitational Winter
Carnival at Reno and Galena
Creek.
This will mark the first time in
the history of the winter sports
organization on the college cam
pus that they have ever entered
competition. The team will enter
the slalom downhill and cross
country. The jumps will be left
out this year by the C. O. P. group
as they have no experienced
jumpers.
During the last meeting of the
Ski club it was announced by Ski
Miester Hal Monaghan that an
election for secretary of the club
would be held as the present in
cumbent Annabelle Patterson is
leaving school for the spring se
mester.
Due to a condition beyond the
control of the club, the ski jaunt
to Norden was called off, but not
to be outdone an intrepid trio,
consisting of Bob Buck, Samuel
Morris and Rollo Romo trekked
up to Mt. Lassen to investigate
snow conditions and facilities for
a group trip. A definite trip will
be made by the club to Norden
sugar bowl area February 14, on
the Southern Pacific snow special
with a stop over in Sacramento
for ice skating.
Next meeting of the C. O. P.
group will be held on February

Construction
Phone #-9017

Stockton, Calif.

Main «fc EI Dorado. Ph. 2-4803
Poplar <fc Yosemite. Ph. 2-5143

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE FA'CIFIC CO-ED

Everything- to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

330 Eaat Malm Street
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Always Fair Weather ... i
With A Trim Budget
a
And y o u c a n r eally t r i m y o u r b u d g e t d o w n
by b u y i n g a P . S. A. C a r d t h i s spring.
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Save dollars at all student body affairs.
G°

Purring like a sixteen cylinder motor car, the smooth
and precisioned movements of the Tiger quintet hum
bled a floundering Cal Aggie basket five last Tuesday
evening 44-28 in the Pacific Pavilion.
At the opening tip-off the Farmcrmen captured the
•ball and worked it down court
with a rush where Guard Dick
CAGER
Jones flicked in the first Aggie
tally, only to be followed in quick
succession by Clare Slaughter and
mmm- 'iti* Joe Johns of the Tiger squad,
putting Pacific out in front with
&
a 4-2 lead. They were never head
ed throughout the remainder of
the game. Half time score stood
at 24-11 in favor of Pacific.
NO POINTS
During the last half of the
game the Tigers limited the vis
itors to 3 points in sixteen min
utes of play, while they ran up a
total of 18.
High point man tor the Pa
cific five was "Shootin'" Bet
Monagan, who flicked in eight
points. Showing up well also
was Rogers, Slaughter and NibCOACH RALPH FRAN kel. Outstanding floor men for
CIS' varsity hoopsters are the California Aggies were
coming through with a Hedegard, Forbes and John*,
record number of wins this than Johns.
season.
T h e s m i l i n g FIRST LOSS
mentor lias instilled a new
This win over the Aggie aggre
a p p r e c i a t i o n o f b a s k e t  gation was the first game the
ball in the college stu Farmers have lost in two years
of Conference play, and the first
dents.
time the Bengalmen have won
10, the first week after the open from the Aggies in three years.
ing of the spring semester, 8:00
The next Pacific home gam*
p. m. , room 111, Weber hall.
will be played Saturday, Janu
ary 25, when the Tigers play
hosts to the Auburn P. S. E. A.
FRIEDBERGER'S
at 8:30 p. nr.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.

I

f.

AGGIES GIVEN FIRST
CONFERENCE DEFEAT

809 First National Bank Building

i

SWIMMING
9 BASKETBALL GAMES
# TRACK MEETS
4 DANCES

All of These Are

F R E E

P. S. A. Card Holders

For

Expert Repairing;
of

Watches
Jewelry
J. Glick & Son
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main St.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucchi

American and Channel

i

f
t
f
$

*

Jt

Featuring

JEWELERS

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

"Bull" Durham
Campus Representative
JOfl N. Slitter
Phone 4-4613

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products
AT

"Cub House"
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Free Car Wash
With Every Lube Job.
Simply Bring This Ad! I <o
Gay "LiV Abner" Yokum"s

SEASIDE SEW
244 W. Harding

Dial 2-9446

J.C. Basket
Squad
Tied Up
Chris Kjeldsen's floundering
Tiger Cubs took another dishear
tening lacing at the hands of the
fast-breaking Sacramento Juntos
College basketball quintet. Ever1
on their own court, the best tfe*
Cubs could do was swear hope
lessly under their breaths and
watch the score mount dizzily.
The final gun stemmed the How
of points and the final score st«4<d
62-19.
SHARPSHOOT ERS
The unfamiliar shape and stea
of the backboards did not stop or
even hinder slightly the steady
scoring of the Panthers. In fact
their accuracy in sharpshooting
seemed only intensified by il>e
fan-shaped backers.
This debacle of the Cubs
marked their fourth defeat of
j the season in six starts. How
ever, this dismal asoeet has a
slight, though hardly visible,
silver lining, for all four tie
feats have come at the hands
of the two highest ranking Jaysee quintets in the state ami*
possibly in the nation.
NO SOFT TOUCHES
From now on the locals arc
matched with the lesser Junior
colleges in the circuit. It is still
a possibility that they will grab
third place honors in the final
standings.
The oldest ski known to mawas unearthed in northern Swed
en, and is now in the Nerdiska,
Stockholm, and is estimated tc be
about 4,000 years old

PACIFIC
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Bengals Meet Auburn; Jaysees
Begin Conference Tilts Soon
CUBS ENGAGE PIRATES
AFTER FINAL WEEK

BRONCOS RECEIVE C. O. P
SQUAD FEBRUARY FIRST

The roaring College of the Pacific Tiger bast
After finals, the Kjeldsen-coached Jaysee Cubs begin team plays the Auburn P. S. E. A. team ia a t
their conference contests in earnest. Encouraging is
game in Pacific Pavilion tomorrow night.
*****
fact that they will launch themselves in these games
Victors in seven out of nine games, a record
Current gym problems include with the added impetus of several new men.
_
already exceeds their total number of winsTor ^
the acquiring of a timer and a
Among these new players, to whom is left the tasK
all,
—•last season, the team
By BOB CONAWAY

scoreboard for basketball con
will See
of converting the Cubs into a win-o
~
k t#
add the Auburn team to thehV
tests. This condition was made
eir list
ning aggregation, is one Del
of victims.
quite acute when the local high Goodman, former Lodi High
AUBUEN SQUAD
school, owners of the former elec
school standout guard.
After their sensational win
tric timer (which, by the way, was
the California Aggies last To»e
„ t
won by Betty Dixon, a Pacific MODESTO AGAIN
day night the C. O. p. — Stockton's Jaysee's fast-break,
However, the task of these new
graduate, while still in high
to continue their fine £
school), decided to move it to the comers seems almost insurmount stop-start offensive began to snap
the Auburn team. The
'
able for on February 1, the Sat for the first time this year Wed
Auditorium for their games.
urday
immediately
following
fin
nesday
night
as
the
Tiger
Cubs
squad
is
made
up
of
formerly
WHAT TIME?
er High School, Placer J p
At the present time, Timer als, the Cubs clash with Modes rolled to a conference victory over
April 19 Is Tentative
^her eoilege players, and is JJJ
Clyde King uses two stop watches, to, state champions by virtue of Yuba Jaysee at Yuba, 35-32.
sently playing in the North."
The Cubs were led in points by
the spectators are always in the their victory in the casaba tour
Date of Annual
California A. A. U. League S"
dark as to what part of the game nament sponsored by Modesto.
the clever hands of Don Sullivan,
Bengal Huddle
In two previous games the who plunked seven field goals.
is the same league that the J
has been played. Squad men have
Amblers Club is leading.
only occasional notices from the Stocktonians have been seve However, the whole team showed
officials of the time remaining in rely drubbed by the tall fast remarkable ability and fight and
After their game tomorrow
Spring practice for the College night the Francis men take tin,,
a tilt, which may effect their Pirates. However, with his char the passing was commendable.
acteristic smile of optimism Most instrumental in the victory of the Pacific gridders has been out for finals; then will Pia„
m.xie of play.
Chris Kjeldsen expresses the were Joe Law, Don Sullivan, Jack slated to begin on March 3. At their first game of a two-gam,
And the scoreboard—there
just isn't any. What serves the I opinion that the over-confident Toomay, Bert Mason and Kiyoshi this date the Tigers will launch series with the Santa Clara
Pirates are ripe for an upset.
purpose is a small section of a
Shimasaki.
a 35-day practice, that will be cli Bronco team. The game will |„
blackboard, witifichalk marks THEN SALINAS
maxed by the annual "Bengal played at Santa Clara Saturday
On February 7, the Cubs meet
serving to represent the respec
night, February 1.
Huddle" game on April 19.
tive tallies. It is not visible to Salinas Junior College, a strong
BEONCOS HOT
EEOEGANIZATION
half the spectators, and is con | hard-fighting team which reach
Although the Bronco quintet
With many veteran players
tinually in the way of the bas ed the finals of the consolation
dropped the Tigers by 16 and 17
leaving
the
fold,
A.
A.
Stagg
will
ketball. The scorer usually hap tournament at Modesto. Last year
point margins last year, the local
once again have to face the prob
pens to be anyone who will do the Cubs were beaten by them in
team is much stronger than the
lem
of
reorganizing
many
parts
the task.
a close contest. Each Cub player
casaba team of last winter. It will
of his Tiger team. Ralph Francis,
holds a private grudge against
COMBINATION
be necessary for the Pacific squad
line
coach,
will
practically
have
Consequently, the athletic pow Salinas, and win or lose the game
to stop the sharp shooting Santa
Opening its 1941 season with to rebuild many positions in the Clara forward, Bruce Hale, and
ers are dickering for a combined will be interesting to watch.
much better prospects than last line. Hardest hit of all positions the tall S. C. Center, Jim Rickert.
scoreboard and timer, to be oper
ated from the press box. The night they lost their first confer year, the J. C. tennis squad is will be the guard spots which lose It was these two men along with
scoreboard will consist of several ence game in two years, their scheduled to meet Marin Junior five of the finest players the Ti Toddy Gianinni, now with the
blocks of lights, making possible first to Pacific in three. And what College at Kentfield on February gers have ever had in A1 Irwin, Olympic Club, who snowed the
Harris Fine, Dave Gay, Jere Til- Tigers under last season.
any combination of numerals. It a rout! Not all the blame can be 15.
Indications of a victorious sea son and John McGowan.
is similar to the tote boards used laid upon the Mustangs, however.
...Following, their, away-from-,
son are especially evident in the
at race tracks.
At the tackle posts Stan
home contest with the Broncos
This present Tiger squad is run
In addition, it will contain the ning up a record surpassing the performances of Netmen Chet Vaughan and Jack Lyons, three
the Tigers play host to the Ne
Covey and Jim Kaffin, who pro year veterans, will both be
most modern timing equipment previous few years.
vada Wolves in Friday and Sat
vide a nucleus around which a gone. The end and center out
available. The total price, includ
urday night games, February
They are now in a favorable
crack team may be constructed. look is much brighter with only
ing installation, will approxi
7 and 8. Although a non-confer
position to capture the confer
Following their tilt with the
"Scrappy" Eric Jacobsen leav
mate $250. This will give Paci
ence series, the Nevada team
ence crown. The grid squad has
Marin squad on February 15,
ing the flanks and both Les
fic Pavilion the best apparatus
having relinquished rights i#
already brought that laurel to
the Cubs will meet the follow
Dow and Bob Dewey back at
of this type in this section. It
the F. W. C., it holds much in
Pacific. With cooperation from
ing teams: February 22, Stock
center. In the backfield Mr.
will antiquate the equipment
terest for the Tigers who split
the track squad, the Bengals
ton vs. San Mateo at San Ma
mow in use for high school
Stagg will lose many of much
their Keno series last year in
may sweep the three major
teo; March 1, Stockton vs. San
games.
experience, namely Emil Seitwo overtime games. The Neva
sports. This is okay for the Ti
Francisco at Stockton; March
fert, Dwayne Mears, Dale HalIf this machine is not purchas gers, but what about the Far
da team split their current se
8, open; March 15, Stockton vs.
bert, Tom Oleata, Bill Thomas
ed, the school will have to pur Western? Something may hap
ries with the California Aggies
Menlo at Menlo Park; March
and Doug Vielra.
chase a cheaper one in the very pen.
two week-ends ago.
22, Stockton vs. Sacramento at VETEEANS
near future, according to Doc KELLY FEETS
Breedon, sports director.
Pacific student Dave Kelly, the Sacramento; March 29, Stock
Returning men in the line are
"Big time" San Jose has split coach of the St. Marys Rams, is ton vs. Placer at Auburn; Ap Boyarsky, Schmidt and Plocher
ril
5,
Stockton
vs.
Salinas
at
another series, this time with having his difficulties. His squad,
at ends; Ijams, Rempel, Jim Ly
San Diego. This, coupled with hampered by the unavailability Stockton; April 12, open; Ap
ons, and Dean Gay, tackles, Bill
ril
19,
Stockton
vs.
Yuba
at
(their twin loss last week to San of several key men, is taking a
Johnson,
Jim Bird and Ed Denny
to* Barbara, drops the Spartans drubbing at each outing; however Stockton; April 26, Stockton vs.
at guards, and Dow and Dewey
into the cellar in the C. A. A. together with the Lenz-men they Modesto at Stockton; May 3,
Coming along in fine shape the
centers. The backfield will retain
conference.
continue to pack the Civic audi- Stockton vs. Santa Eosa at Miller, Frishholz, Ward and War- basketball intramural games run
AGGIES LOSE
dorium each Friday eve. Another Stockton; May 10, Conference kentin.
by Coaches Earl Jackson a
Another team which dropped is double feature is in the offing to Tournament at Sacramento.
Chris Kjeldsen are making rap
If the varsity can land most of
the Cal. Aggies quintet. Tuesday night.
the players from the champion
^During the past week Manor
ship junior college team, the en
lost
to Omega Phi by a on
tire outlook will be much bright
score of 39-8, East Town w
er.
thriller from West Town ^
From these transfers Stagg with Del Goodman makmfL
FOR REFRESHMENTS
rs
will get two great guards in Ed points except 4 for the wi
ON THE CAMPUS
Spaulding and Charlie Black- Rhizomia whizzed past
well, Len Gunaert and Ted Ste
Dorm 28-24.
, rfj.
ward to reinforce the ends,
The schedule for week aim
Day after day since Christmas, tackle George Ford and Center
Operated by
storm or sun, the casual observer Earl Klapstein. Besides this nais will be: Friday,
4:30 p.m., Rhizomia vs. Arch ^
has seen human beings swim
—Associated Women's Students
group of linemen are the speedy Saturday, February 8T cga
oro
ming
up
and
down
the
pool,
lap
—Employing Student Help
Cub backs Gordie Alphonse, Manor vs. Dorm; 11 a- m''
after lap, in the bleak cold of
Lloyd Hebbron, Charlie Mokiao, Phi vs. Archania; Friday,
Friday, JeRuj.
"WHERE YOU MEET EVERYBODY'
the winter afternoon. The hardi
John Brown and passing Don ary 14, 8:00 p. m., Manor vs.
hood of these souls is staggerine* Mills.
vs.
zomia; 9:00 p. m. East Town
to contemplate.
With this group of men plus Archania.
SQUAD TEAINS
newcomers,
Coaches Stagg and
But their goal warrants their
efforts, "for they are training Francis will start their rebuild
themselves for Chris Kjeldsen's ing process for next fall.

CUBS WHIP
YUBANS

Gridders to
Begin
Spring Work

CUB TENNIS
TEAM
TO BE HOT

INTRAMURAL
CAGE
PROGRESSES

HEADQUARTERS

THE CUB HOUSE

SCOTCHMEN
TAKE NOTICE

Be Sure
YOUR "GAL" BUYS A

PACIFIC STUDENT
A CC.M

r* ADH

SWIMMERS
PRACTICE
DAILY

1941 Tiger Cub swimming team.
It is a hard task, especially this
season, for the competition is
stiff and the desired schedule is
murderous if it is ever realized. '
Under Coach Kjeldsen's wing
is Ealph Wright, fastest fresh
man breast stroker in the world
last year, who by all pre-season
predictions will shatter numer-

Lockers

style. A newcomer this year,
Fred promises to backbone the
team.
VETS BACK
On top of all this he has return
ing veterans like Jack Toomay,
A1 Hawkins, Warren Mills, Jack
Devoe to round up the team. Ta
ken all together the squad pre

The College of the
now installing steel loeke1
use
the
gymnasium hallway i°L'
who
of students and faculty
^
111
not have
other places
dv t: Ulllcl
j j0thef
store their books, coats a11
belongings.
irty,--tw<>
At the present tirne
and
lockers are being insta 1'there
more will be purclbased

